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To study the impurity potential effect to the Kondo problem in a Luttinger liquid, we propose an integrable
model of two interacting half-chains coupled with a single magnetic impurity ferromagnetically. It is shown
that the scalar potential effectively reconciles the spin dynamics at low temperatures. Generally, there is a
competition between the Kondo couplingJ and the impurity potentialV. When the ferromagnetic Kondo
coupling dominates over the impurity potential (V,uSJu), the Furusaki-Nagaosa many-body singlet can be
perfectly realized. However, when the impurity potential dominates over the Kondo coupling (V>uSJu), the
fixed point predicted by Furusaki and Nagaosa is unstable and the system must flow to a weak-coupling fixed
point. It is also found that the effective moment of the impurity measured from the susceptibility is consider-
ably enlarged by the impurity potential. In addition, some quantum phase transitions driven by the impurity
























































With the development of the nanofabrication techniqu
for quantum wires and the prediction of edge states in
quantum Hall effect, the interest in one-dimensional~1D!
quantum systems has been renewed in recent years.1,2 In fact,
much of the interest in 1D quantum systems is due to And
son’s observation3 that the normal-state properties of th
quasi-2D high-Tc superconductors are strikingly differen
from all known metals and can not be reconciled with La
dau’s Fermi-liquid theory but are more similar to propert
of 1D metals. On the other hand, the impurity problem h
been a current interest in the field of condensed-matter p
ics. A well-known example is the Kondo problem, which h
been a strong challenge to traditional perturbation theory
provided a possible ‘‘laboratory’’ to search for the no
Fermi-liquid behavior. The local perturbation problem to
1D Fermi system has been the subject of intensive theore
investigation in recent years, both for its interesting anom
lies with respect to that of a higher-dimensional system,
its relevance to a variety of physical situations such as
transport behavior of quantum wires2,4,5 and the tunneling
through a constriction in the quantum Hall regime.6 The
Kondo problem in a Luttinger liquid was considered by L
and Toner.7 Employing the perturbative renormalization
group method they found the power-law dependence of
Kondo temperatureTk on the exchange coupling constantJ
with strong enough correlation among the conduction e
trons. Subsequently, a ‘‘poor man’s’’ scaling treatment
this problem was performed by Furusaki and Nagaosa.8 An
interesting conjecture was proposed in their paper, wh
states that even a ferromagnetic Kondo coupling may ind
Kondo screening at low temperatures. This strong-coup
fixed point describes a many-body singlet formed by the


















ture to describe such a many-body singlet. At first, one c
duction electron will be bounded on the impurity site a
forms a spin-1 composite with the impurity moment~spin-1/
2!. However, the other electrons on the two sites next to
impurity will screen this composite due to the antiferroma
netic exchange induced by the correlation between the lo
ized electron and the electrons near the impurity, and th
fore leave a spin singlet in the ground state. Moreover, t
showed that the excess specific heat and Pauli susceptib
due to the Kondo impurity show an anomalous power law
the temperature, a typical non-Fermi-liquid behavior. T
boundary conformal field theory has allowed the classifi
tion of all possibilities of critical behavior for a Luttinge
liquid coupled to a Kondo impurity9 ~without impurity po-
tential!. It turns out there are only two possibilities, a loc
Fermi liquid with standard low-temperature thermodyna
ics, or a non-Fermi-liquid with the anomalous scaling o
served by Furusaki and Nagaosa. We remark that there
still disputes10,11on this problem and the situation is not ve
clear yet.
The impurity potential effect for the Kondo problem i
3D metals has been well understood. A weak impurity p
tential only renormalizes the Kondo couplingJ by a factor
cos2 dV (dV is the phase shift of the scattering! but does not
affect the fixed point of the system.12,13 However, the mag-
netic impurity embedded in a 1D correlated electron syst
with scalar impurity potential in addition to the Kondo co
pling has been, so far, rarely studied.14,15 As pointed out by
Kane and Fisher,5 the impurity potential has a significan
effect in a Luttinger liquid. With a repulsive interactio
among the conduction electrons, it will be scaled to infin
at low energy scales and thus drives the system into
disconnected half-chains. This observation has also b
supported by the numerical studies of the finite-s
























PRB 59 6401SCALAR-POTENTIAL EFFECT IN AN INTEGRABLE . . .formation of the Furusaki-Nagaosa singlet, since the im
rity potential prevents the conduction electrons from occu
ing the impurity site. In fact, there must be a competiti
between the Kondo couplingJ and the scalar potentialV.
When J is dominant overV, the Furusaki-Nagaosa strong
coupling fixed point should be stable, otherwise the sys
may flow to other fixed points. Since the impurity cuts t
whole chain into two pieces, the Kondo problem in a Lu
tinger liquid is effectively a two-channel one.17,18Even with-
out the scalar potential, the Furusaki-Nagaosa composite
prevents other electrons from occupying the impurity s
and thus behaves as an open boundary.
Attempting to show how the impurity potential behav
for a magnetic impurity coupled ferromagnetically with
one-dimensional host metal and how the Furusaki-Naga
conjecture is realized in a concrete system, we introduce
integrable model of two half-chains coupled with a magne
impurity. We note that a few integrable impurity mode

























parent impurity in a whole chain19 or a half chain interacting
with a boundary impurity.14 These models are disadvant
geous to show the two-channel Kondo physics and can
capture all essentials of the Kondo problem in a Lutting
liquid. A good starting point is the following Hamiltonian










whereJ andV are the Kondo coupling constant and the im
purity potential, respectively;s j is the spin operator of the
conduction electrons on sitej, andS is the spin operator of
the impurity. However, the above Hamiltonian is not exac
solvable and therefore cannot provide satisfactory inform


















































ity.where a,b56 denote the right and left half-chains;ca,s
†
(ca,s) are the creation~annihilation! operators of the conduc
tion electrons;J,0 ~ferromagnetic! is the Kondo coupling
constant;V is the scalar potential induced by the impurit
c.0 is the interaction constant of the conduction electro
L is the length of a half-chain which will be put to infinity i
the thermodynamic limit;t is the Pauli matrix, andS is the
moment of the impurity with spinS. The interacting term in
the Hamiltonian contains ad-function-type repulsion of the
electrons in the same half-chain, and ad(x1y)-type spin
exchange between electrons in different half-chains. For
electrons near the impurity, the latter is short ranged and
a clear physical meaning since both the Kondo coupling
the correlations in the bulk assist such an exchange effec
fact, as predicted by the boundary conformal field theory20
there is indeed a quasi-long-range ferromagnetic correla
between the electrons on sitesn and2n @Hamiltonian~1!#,
^sn•s2n&;~2n!
2u, ~3!
where the exponentsu varies from 1 to 4, which can be
derived from the boundary conformal field theory.20 For the
electrons far away from the impurity, the spin-exchange
teraction is somewhat artificial but is irrelevant for the im
purity behavior. Such an irrelevant term is conventiona
introduced in the multichannel Kondo problem21 to ensure
the model to be integrable. By reflecting the coordinates









channel Kondo model with a boundary impurity. The Ham
















~Jt j•S1V!d~xj !, ~4!
where N is the number of electrons,Pi j
c and Pi j
s are the
channel-channel and spin-spin exchange operators, res
tively; the coordinates of the electrons are constrained to
interval 2L<xj<0. Without the impurity, the Hamiltonian
is just that of the two-band model considered
Schlottmann.22
The structure of the present paper is the following. In t
subsequent section, we derive the integrability condition
the present model. The Bethe ansatz equations for the
grable case will be given in considerable detail. In Sec.
we derive the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz equations b
on the string hypothesis. The boundary bound states and
residual entropy will be discussed in Sec. IV. In Sec. V,
study the low-temperature thermodynamics of the impur
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It is well known that without the impurity, the Hamil
tonian ~3! is exactly solvable.22 By including the impurity,
any electron impinging on the impurity will be complete
reflected and suffer a reflection matrixRj . The waves are
therefore reflected at either end as
eik jx→2e2 ik j x12ik j L, x;2L
eik jx→Rj~kj !e2 ik j x, x;0. ~5!
Let us consider the two-particle case. There are two w
from an initial state (k1 ,k2 ,u) to a final state (2k1 ,
2k2 ,u):
I . ~k1 ,k2 ,u!→~k2 ,k1 ,u!→~k2 ,2k1 ,u!→~2k1 ,k2 ,u!
→~2k1 ,2k2 ,u!,
II . ~k1 ,k2 ,u!→~k1 ,2k2 ,u!→~2k2 ,k1 ,u!→~2k2 ,2k1 ,u!
→~2k1 ,2k2 ,u!,
where the symbolu denotes the open boundary. Since t
physical process is unique, the following equation must ho
S12~k1 ,k2!R1~k1!S12~k1 ,2k2!R2~k2!
5R2~k2!S12~k1 ,2k2!R1~k1!S12~k1 ,k2!. ~6!
AboveS12 is the scattering matrix between the two electro
This is just the reflection equation.23 For the multiparticle
case, as long as the scattering matrix is factorizable or
two-body scattering matrix satisfies the Yang-Bax
relation24
S12~k1 ,k2!S13~k1 ,k3!S23~k2 ,k3!
5S23~k2 ,k3!S13~k1 ,k3!S12~k1 ,k2!, ~7!
Eq. ~6! is the only constraint to the integrability of a
open boundary system.23 Below we derive the integrable
condition of the present model.
Since the reflection process is only a one-electron eff
it is convenient to consider the single-particle eigenstate.





We make the following ansatz for the wave functionC(x):
C~x!5@A1e
ikx1A2e
2 ikx#u~2x!u~x1L !, ~9!
where u(x) is the step function which takes the value
unity for x>0, and 0 forx,0. For 2L,x,0, we easily
find that the eigenvalueE takes the valuek2. Since the
boundary contains an impurity, we use the open-str
boundary condition, which has been used in a sim
problem,25 to solve our model. That means an irrelevant
cal counter term( j@d8(xj )2d8(xj1L)# is included in the






















The self-consistent condition forA6 constrains the value ofk
by the following eigenvalue problem:
R~k!A15e
22ikLA1 . ~12!
For the N-particle case,Rj (kj ) must satisfy the reflection
equation ~6!. It is known that the bulk Hamiltonian is
integrable22 and that the two-body scattering matrix of th









and obviously satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation~7!. Substi-
tuting Sjl of Eq. ~13! andR(k) of Eq. ~11! into Eq. ~6!, we
readily obtain the integrable condition of the present mod
It reads
J522c. ~14!
The reflection matrix~11! in the integrable case can be r
written as
R~kj !5
kj1 icp2 ict j•S
k2 icp1 icS
k2 ic~p11!2 ict j•S
kj2 ic~p11!2 icS
, ~15!
wherep5V/2c. Notice hereR(kj ) is an operator which re-
veals the spin-exchange process at the impurity site~bound-
ary!. For anN-particle system, suppose the wave functi
initially has an amplitudec0 . When thej th particle moves
across another particle, it gets anSmatrix Sjl (kj2kl). At the
right boundary, it is completely reflected back and suffer
factor R(kj ). Then it begins to move toward the left boun
ary. When it reaches the left boundary, it will be kicked ba
and receives a factor exp(2ikL). Finally it arrives at the initial































22ik j Lc0 , ~17!
whereSjl
65Sjl (kj6kl). Equation~17! is just the reflection
version of Yang’s eigenvalue problem.24 Its solution gives
the Bethe ansatz equation. We note that the degrees of
dom of the spin sector and those of the channel sector




































































22ik j L. ~21!
The above eigenvalue problems are very similar to thos
other integrable models.25–27,23Here we introduce a slightly
















2,s Sj j 21
2,s
•••Sj 1
2,sc̄0[Xj c̄05es~kj !c̄0 .
~22!



















































Therefore, the eigenvalue problem~22! is reduced to
























la2rk j1 i ~c/2!
























xg2rk j1 i ~c/2!




























The energy spectrum of Eq.~4! is uniquely determined by
the Bethe ansatz equations~BAE’s! ~28!, ~30!, and~31!, with






wherekj , la , andxg are the rapidities of the charge, spi
and channel~two half-chains!, respectively;M is the number
of down spins, andM̄ is the number of the electrons in th
left half-chain. From the Bethe ansatz equations we can r
off that the impurity spin does not behave as its real va
but as two ‘‘images’’ or effective spinsS1p11/2 andS
2p21/2. Since there is no constraint to the value ofp, we
shall call the two effective spins ghost spins. Notice that
mean value of the two ghost spins is stillS.
III. THERMODYNAMIC EQUATIONS
In this section, we derive the thermodynamic Bethe ans
equations~TBAE’s! by following the standard method deve
oped by Yang and Yang29 and Takahashi.30 Due to the re-
flection symmetry of the model,kj , la , andxg are all posi-
tive parameters. Though the zero modes are poss
solutions of the BAE, they correspond to vanishing wa
functions.20 For convenience, we setk2 j52kj , l2a5
2la, andx2g52xg . When 0<p,S ~weak impurity po-


















6404 PRB 59YUPENG WANG AND ULRICH ECKERNof the BAE in the thermodynamic limitL→`, while for S
<p ~strong impurity potential!, such a state is not allowed
The otherk modes then either take real values or form tigh






These modes correspond to the channel-singlet pairs. At
temperatures, the bound states mentioned above are
stable. Since we are interested only in the low-tempera
behavior of the impurity, we shall omit the effect of breakin
the bound state in deriving the free energy, because of
finite energy gap associated with such processes.
~i! S.p. In this case, a boundary bound state withk
5 ic(S2p) is stable. We remark that the electrons exac
on the impurity site lose their channel character because
site may belong to either the left half-chain or the right ha
chain as we can see in the Hamiltonian~1!. That means a
maximum of two electrons with different spins may occu
this site simultaneously, and a pair state described by
~33! on the impurity site is forbidden. With the fusion ru








































In the following, we omit the second term in Eq.~36! since it
only shifts the chemical potential. The solutions of the fus
BAE’s are described by a sequence of real numberxg and a






c~n1122 j !, j 51,2, . . . ,n, ~37!
wherela
n is the position of theath n string on the real axis
The distribution ofxg and la
n in the thermodynamic limit
can be described by the densities of particlesr(x) and
sn(l), and the densities of holesrh(x) and sn
h(l),























































































h are not independent fromdsn and













































Defining the integral operatorG with kernel G0(l)





Anm2G~An21,m1An11,m!5dnm , n.1, ~55!
GAmn5Bmn . ~56!
With the above identities, Eqs.~51! and ~52! can be further



















Notice we have setz0[0. Equations~51!, ~52! and~58!, ~59!
are just the TBAE’s. In the following, we shall use the
alternatively. Substituting Eqs.~51! and ~52! into Eq. ~47!



























52TE ln@11z1~l!#4c cosh~pl/c! dl. ~63!
~ii ! S<p. In this case, the boundary modek5 i (S2p)c is


































whereN̄5N/2. The TBAE’s take the same form as those
case~i!. The only difference is the free energy of the imp









3sgn@n12S111r ~2p11!22l #. ~66!
IV. GROUND-STATE PROPERTIES
To study the finite temperature properties of the syste
we check first the behavior of the driving term in Eq.~59!.
Since we are interested in the low-temperature propertie
the impurity, only the excitations near the Fermi surface
important. As we discussed above,h is relevant to the
charge excitations, andzn are responsible for the spin exc
tations. Therefore, whenT→0 andH→0, only h(l;6L)
and zn(l;6`) are important in the driving term of Eq
~59!. Introducing the notation
h~l,T!5eec~l,T!/T, ~67!
ec(l,0) is nothing but the dressed energy
31 of the charge
sector. At zero temperature, the Fermi surface of the cha
sector is given byl56L with ec(6L,0)50. For ulu,L,

































whereD is the effective band width of the spinons. Thus






Such an equation is exactly the same as that of the sp
chain with an impurity19 and very similar to that of the con
ventional two-channel Kondo problem21 but with two Fermi
points. AsT→0, the driving term in Eq.~71! is divergent,
that meansz2→0. In this case, allzn arel-independent and
tend to a series of constantszn
1 , andG→1/2. Therefore, Eq.























21, for n>2, ~74!
z1
151, ~75!
wherex05H/2T. Below we discuss the ground-state pro
erties of the impurity and the open boundary for differenp
values. First we consider the open boundary. Substituting
~75! into Eq. ~63! we find that the free energy of the ope




T ln 2. ~76!





Such a result is nothing but one half of that of a spin-1/2
a two-channel electron system.21 We remark that the spin-1/2
degree of freedom has been observed experimentally
quasi-one-dimensional spin-1 system.32 In an open boundary
system, the self-avoiding of scattering of a particle with
reflected wave leaves a spin-1/2 hole in the bulk. This can
easily read off from the BAE. Such an effect induces t








one-dimensional open-boundary systems, and does not
pend on the details of the impurity.
Now we turn to the impurity.~i! p,S. In this case, when
2p5 integer, the local composite~local spin plus the




wherean,m is the kernel ofBnm . With Eqs.~56! and~52!, we














































WhenS>1, the leading term of the impurity susceptibility
of Curie type since the moment of the local composite c










Obviously, the effective moment of the impurity spin is e
larged by the impurity potential,
meff5AS21p2. ~86!
Notice we have chosen the Bohr magnetonmB as our unit.
For 2pÞ integer, we put 2p̄5 integer part of2p. Since for
T→0, zn are almost variable independent,an(l) in the inte-






















































~ii ! p>S. In this case, the boundary charge mode is
allowed due to the large impurity potentialV. For




With the same procedure as discussed above, we have
Sres5 lnAp1Sp2S, p.S, ~91!
M res5S, p.S. ~92!



































A4l ~ l 21!
, p̄5S. ~96!
The residual magnetization takes the same form as Eqs.~89!
and ~93!.
The above discussion shows that the impurity poten
has a significant effect on the spin dynamics of the impur
Generally, it splits the impurity spin into two ghost spin
For a weak impurity potentialV (p,S), the Furusaki-
Nagaosa conjecture is perfectly realized~notice thatM res
50 for S51/2, which indicates a ferromagnetic Kond
screening!, while for p>S, a nonzero residual magnetizatio
always exists even forS51/2. That means the Furusak
Nagaosa singlet is unstable in this case. In fact, there
competition betweenJ andV, which governs the stability o
the ferromagnetic Kondo screening in this system. In ad
tion, the residual entropy strongly depends on the impu
potential. Such an effect characterizes the local glass be









connected at 2p5 integer, i.e. the quantum phase transitio
occurs when 2p crosses any integer.
V. LOW-TEMPERATURE PROPERTIES
To get the leading order of the thermodynamics, we
pand Eq.~71! in the limit T→0. In this case, the excitation
nearulu→` dominate and the driving term can be appro
mately expressed asD/T exp@2(p/c)ulu#. For convenience,
we introduce the variablesz656lp/c1 ln(D/T). With the
method developed by Andrei and co-workers,21 we know







Herean andbn are some constants. With the above expr
sions, the temperature dependences of some thermodyn
quantities can be easily derived. First we consider the op
boundary effect. Substituting Eq.~97! into Eq. ~63!, we
readily obtain that lnT terms appear in the free energ
which give the specific heat and the susceptibility of t
open boundary as
Cb;2T ln T, xb;2 ln T. ~99!
The above result indicates a typical overscreened t
channel Kondo behavior. Below we discuss the lo
temperature behavior of the impurity for differentp values.
~i! 0<p,1/2. This case provides us clear informatio
about how the impurity potential behaves at low tempe
tures. In this case,fn




an,2S11~l1 ircp !. ~100!








E ln@11h2S11~l!#2c cosh@~p/c!~l1 ircp !# dl
52
T
cE cosh~pl/c! cos~pp!cosh~2pl/c!1cos~2pp! ln@11h2S11~l!#dl,
~101!








whereA, B are two positive constants. ForS51/2, we obtain
the specific heatCi
s and the susceptibilityx i as
Ci
s52AT, x i52B, ~103!
which indicates a typical local Fermi-liquid behavior. Notic
no overscreened two-channel Kondo effect exists in this c
because of the formation of the local composite. Howev
the Furusaki-Nagaosa conjecture is perfectly realized. W
S>1, a Schottky term and a Curie term appear in the spec


































6408 PRB 59YUPENG WANG AND ULRICH ECKERNis underscreened. Notice that Eq.~101! is correct only for
p,1/2. Whenp→1/2, the free energy Eq.~101! tends to
zero, which indicates a quantum phase transition at
point. In fact, whenp51/2, the local composite behaves
two effective spinsS11 andS (S>1). Such a spin-splitting
effect drives the system towards a different fixed point.
~ii ! 0,p,S, 2p5 integer. In this case, the local com




















where A8 and B8 are two positive constants. The low
temperature behavior is similar to case~i!.
~iii ! p5S. In this case, no boundary bound state of cha
exists. The local spin is split by the impurity potential into
effective spin 2S11/2 and a spin-1/2 hole. The contributio
of the spin hole is exactly canceled by the boundary spin
we can see from the BAE~65!. Therefore, the impurity and
the boundary effect behave effectively as a spin 2S11/2.
However, its contribution to the thermodynamic quantities
only one half of that of a spin-2S11/2 due to the reflection
symmetry.





















2p̄ E aa~l!ln@11z2S22p̄12l21 ~l!#dl,
~107!
where
G6~l!5E e7~p2 p̄!uvuc4p cosh~vc/2! e2 ilvdv. ~108!
Notice G6(l) is convergent on the real axis sincea,1.
Since Eq.~107! is only related tozn , n>2, we have a resul
similar to Eq.~105!. That means the system falls in the sam
universal class asp5 p̄.






















2S E aa~l!ln~11z2l21!dl. ~110!
Very interestingly,z1 appears in the above expression. Fro
Eq. ~97! we know that it gives aT2 ln T term in Fi
s . This
induces the negative specific heat and susceptibility
Ci
s;T ln T, x i; ln T. ~111!
However, we know that the contributions of the open boun
ary always take the same form as Eq.~111! but with negative
sign and larger amplitudes. Therefore, the total specific h
and the susceptibility are still positive, i.e., well defined.
~vi! p̄.S, 2pÞ integer. In this case, the local spin is spl






















2S E aa ln~11z2p̄22S12l21 !dl. ~113!
Since onlyzn with n>2 appear in the above expression, t
thermodynamic behavior of this case is very similar to th
of case~iv!.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In conclusion, we propose an integrable model for t
ferromagnetic Kondo problem in an interacting on
dimensional electron system. The impurity potential, ori
nally a charge effect, enters the spin dynamics effectively
low energy scales. It is found that there is a competit
between the Kondo couplingJ and the impurity potentialV.
When the ferromagnetic Kondo coupling dominates over
impurity potential (V,uSJu), the Furusaki-Nagaosa many
body singlet can be perfectly realized. For example, wh
S51/2, the residual magnetization of the impurity is ze
However, when the impurity potential dominates over t
Kondo coupling (V>uSJu), the fixed point predicted by Fu
rusaki and Nagaosa is unstable and the system must flo
a weak-coupling fixed point. WhenS<p,S11/2, the local
moment is partially screened (M res5S21/4), and whenp
>S11/2, the impurity moment cannot be screened any m
by the conduction electrons (M res5S). Such a phenomenon


















































PRB 59 6409SCALAR-POTENTIAL EFFECT IN AN INTEGRABLE . . .lem in a Fermi liquid, where the impurity potential on
renormalizes the Kondo coupling constant but does not
fect the fixed point of the system. Generally, the impur
potential splits the impurity spin into two ghost spins, whi
are responsible for the thermodynamic behavior of the im
rity. Such a spin-splitting effect was previously found in t
t-J model and the spin-chain model with impurities.14 The
effective moment of the impurity measured from the lo
temperature susceptibility is considerably enlarged by
scalar potential. It is found that the residual entropy depe
not only on the residual magnetization of the impurity, b
also on the value of the impurity potential, which reveals
local spin-glass behavior near the impurity. At 2p5 integer,
the ghost spins change their values and the residual ent
has a jump, implying that quantum phase transitions occu
these points. Due to the formation of the local composite
the case of a weak impurity potential, no overscreened t
channel Kondo behavior exists for the impurity. Howev
the open boundary behaves always like a spin-1/2 and th
fore shows overscreened two-channel Kondo behavior at
temperatures.
In this paper, we consider only theV.0 case. For a nega
tive impurity potential, sayp52S, the local spin is split
into two ghost spins 2S11/2 and 1/2. No matter how larg
the impurity spin, the small ghost spin may induce the ov
screened two-channel Kondo behavior. In this case, the l
ing term in the susceptibility is of Curie type while the low
temperature specific heat is;2T ln T. Based on the open
boundary condition at the impurity site, we do not obtain t
non-Fermi-liquid behavior predicted in Ref. 8. It has be
shown by boundary conformal field theory20 that such a non-
Fermi-liquid behavior is induced by the tunneling of the co





















ing introduces a hybridization between the electrons in
two different half-chains and must induce the channel anis
ropy and splitting. Generally, the tunneling is much weak
than the Kondo coupling and the impurity potential in a r
pulsive interaction system, and is thus not very harmful
the two-channel Kondo effect.33,34,17 In addition, it is not
possible to recover Lee and Toner’s conjecture about
power-law dependence of the Kondo temperature on
Kondo coupling constantJ from the present model since th
ratio J/c is fixed in our case. We remark that the antiferr
magnetic Kondo problem in the multichannel correlated h
was considered by a few authors35,15recently. For a magnetic
impurity coupled antiferromagnetically with a Luttinger liq
uid, Egger and Komnik found the overscreened two-chan
Kondo effect at low temperatures.15 However, Zvyagin and
Schlottmann showed in a recent paper35 that the multichan-
nel Kondo behavior may be smeared by the correlation in
host. In addition, in a very recent paper by Zvyagin a
Johannesson,36 some results similar to ours such as the
sidual magnetization~they interpreted the partial screenin
as the ‘‘hidden Kondo effect’’! and an overscreened Kond
effect were obtained. It may be instructive to apply t
renormalization-group analysis and the conformal fie
theory to this problem to give a full picture of the scal
potential effect on the Kondo problem~both ferromagnetic
and antiferromagnetic! in Luttinger liquids, as well as in
higher-dimensional correlated systems.
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